Miller cycle engine mazda millenia

The Mazda Millenia is an automobile which was manufactured by Mazda in Japan from to The
Millenia was originally planned as the second of three models for Mazda's proposed luxury
brand Amati. As the company's dwindling finances caused by the onslaught of the " bubble
economy " prevented the launch of the Amati brand, the Millenia was released in the autumn of
in Europe as the Mazda Xedos 9 and in Japan and Australia as the Eunos Having been
developed for a separate market from typical Mazda customers, the Millenia boasted myriad
finer details. It was engineered to far greater levels of perceived quality than existing Mazda
cars, such as interior plastic quality, panel gap and thicker paint coating. The Millenia does not
have a direct predecessor or replacement in the Mazda product line, and production ceased
with the introduction of the Mazda6 in , itself a replacement for the It appears to have received a
brand-new platform, although the multi-link suspension at both ends strongly resembled that of
the Mazda Sentia , with minor changes such as replacing the lower I-arm with an A-arm for front
wheel drive. Yaw-sensitive four-wheel steering was available as an option in Japan; Mazda
claimed that with this feature, the Millenia was capable of passing the elk test at speeds
comparable to the BMW i and Nissan ZX. The Japanese market name change from Eunos to
Mazda Millenia was accompanied by a significant facelift that included some cost-saving
measures. For instance, the hood was downgraded from aluminum to steel. The Millenia was
again facelifted for the model year. The Mazda Xedos 9 was a luxury car for Mazda of Europe.
Sold between and , the Xedos 9 was the export version of Mazda's upscale Eunos on the Mazda
T platform. The Eunos was sold in Japan from through It was exported as the Xedos 9 and used
the Mazda T platform. The Eunos was also sold as a Eunos in Australia, as both the M, with the
Miller Cycle engine and the base , with the 2. Both engines are slightly detuned compared to the
Japanese spec engines, most likely because 95 octane fuel was the maximum octane rated fuel
available in Australia at that time. The car was launched in North America in as a model year as
the Mazda Millenia, and would eventually replace the as Mazda's flagship sedan offering in
North America. The had been the last non-luxury marque rear-wheel drive Japanese import
sedan since the discontinuation of the Toyota Cressida in , whereas the Millenia was
front-wheel drive , and thus only capable of giving rivalry to the Nissan Maxima at the time. The
Millenia was available in the U. Three models were offered; the base model, the mid-level
Millenia with standard leather upholstery, power moonroof and remote keyless entry and the top
of the line S model which featured traction control, heated front seats, heavy duty wipers and
the 2. The Miller cycle engine has a shorter compression stroke and a belt driven air
compressor essentially a supercharger. Mazda Motorsport Australia released a limited edition
Eunos M SP with improved suspension and larger alloy wheel and tyre combination, but with no
modifications to the engine. The first mention of the Amati luxury brand was in Motor Trend
magazine February page , the article written by Maryann N. The November issue on page 18
stated that after Amati had been cancelled due to recession, the Millenia was originally to be
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Sports car. Autozam AZ Eunos Cosmo. Bongo Friendee. Crossover SUV. Proceed Levante.
Proceed Marvie. Bongo Brawny. Sport compact. MX-5 Miata. Subcompact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Welcome to Forgotten Cars, a new feature I'm trying out where we highlight
fascinating cars and engines that are obscure, unrecognized and lost to the passage of time.
The rotary engine must think pretty highly of itself. When people discuss alternative engines, it
almost inevitably comes up at some point. And you can't really even talk about Mazda's history
without mentioning the rotary. But while we can all agree that the rotary is great, it's not the
only unusual engine to sign up for a tour of duty in a Mazda. There was also the company's
Miller Cycle V6 engine from the Mazda Millenia, but nobody remembers that. What's that? You
didn't realize that some versions of the boring, front-wheel-drive Millenia had something truly
special under the hood? Nobody's going to blame you. As far as sedans go, the Millenia is
about as bland-looking as you can possibly get. Typically offered in inoffensive colors like
beige, white and silver, the Millenia â€” sold in America from to â€” has absolutely no styling

cues whatsoever to indicate that it is anything other than a sleepy appliance-mobile. If I were to
rob a bank, I would want a beige Millenia as my getaway car, because it is indistinguishable
from scores of other sedans from that era. Subscribe for 2 years and get an extra 1-month,
1-year-, or 2-year plan added to your cart at checkout. But underneath that anonymous exterior
is a tale that's quite interesting. See, the Millenia wasn't just the replacement for the
rear-wheel-drive flagship , it was meant to be one of the first models for the luxury brand
"Amati" that Mazda attempted to pull off in the early s. This attempt to compete with Lexus and
Acura was met with failure thanks to a worldwide recession at the time, and other factors. In
spite of this, the Millenia itself â€” known as the Xedos 9 and Eunos in other markets â€” had
some pretty special features, including an excellent chassis and a Japan-only
four-wheel-steering system that made it a potent handler. The Miller cycle is a modification of
the traditional four-stroke Otto cycle process, except that the intake valve is left open longer
than it would be on a normal engine, aided by a twin-screw supercharger. It was the first time
the Miller cycle process had been used on a passenger car. This article on the Millenia from
Spannerhead explains the process well:. The idea is to reduce pumping losses during the
compression stroke by holding the intake valve open for much longer, well into the piston's
upward rise, and relying on a supercharger to force the intake charge to stay inside the cylinder.
The result is 15 percent increased efficiency, according to HowStuffWorks. It certainly had an
interesting sound, too. Ward's Auto had a lot of praise for the motor, putting it on their list of
"10 Best Engines" several years in a row. Here is what they said in :. Mazda engineers doubtless
got plenty of overtime in developing the Miller. We only wish that Mazda, or ever-more-involved
corporate parent Ford, would find more ways to use this innovative and refined engine. The
Millenia is a wonderful car, but we can't help thinking that new Cougar could be a lot of fun with
the Miller-cycle underhood. That, unfortunately, was not to be. The Millenia was killed off in and
it was not replaced, and that clever Miller cycle V6 never saw duty in any other car. So why
didn't the Miller cycle V6 see more action? Motive Mag once brought up some good reasons: it's
complex, expensive, and doesn't really add that much power to the car. It's an interesting setup,
but it's not all that worth it. Mazda did put a Miller cycle engine to use again in the current
Mazda2 , which uses a 1. What do you think? Would you like to see the Miller cycle put to use
on more cars? Do you have any experiences with the Millenia? Help me out, Jalops. I'd like to
make Forgotten Cars a regular thing, but I need suggestions. I'm looking for stuff that's really
obscure and that even the most seasoned car experts know little about. Give us some ideas in
the comments! Photos credit Cars. And lets not forget about the Eunos Cosmo when
mentioning Mazda Eunos being Mazda's Japan-only luxury brand during the late 80s and 90s.
It's ugly and square, but under the hood hides either the RX-7s 1. Of course, it only came with a
4-speed slush-box, but who'd want one for anything other than to swap the engine into an RX-7
FD? EDIT: Admittedly though, this thing was shock-full of luxurious technology even by today's
standards. It had goddamn GPS and touch screens ! The A. Patrick George. Share This Story.
Get our newsletter Subscribe. Of all the Japanese automakers, none has shown a willingness to
push the boundaries of accepted internal combustion engine technology more than Mazda. The
seventies and eighties saw the rise and fall of their attempts to make us love the rotary Wankel
engine. And in they began producing the super-efficient, supercharged Miller cycle engine and
the car it powers, the Millenia S. But after nearly eight years, is the Miller-powered Millenia still
relevant? All of which have carried over to this example. The results are a sleeker and more
aggressive look, and an overall length that at Side to side transitions feel natural and under
control, with the expected amount of front drive understeer evident on turn in and, should you
choose to test the limits, a little step out at the rear when pushed. The new, larger brake rotors
in the front, up from We managed stops from 60 in a fine average of feet, but our drivers noted
there was some minor wheel lockup before the ABS kicked in, and excessive noise and
vibration once it did. Inside the Millenia, changes made in also all carry over to our model.
These include a two-tone interior treatment with improved switch placement and interior
lighting. Leather upholstery remains standard. The Optitron gauges are easy on the eyes and
feature some of the best back lighting in the business. Our Millenia S tester featured a Bose
9-speaker audio system with available in-dash CD changer and also came with the 4-seasons
package which includes traction control and heated seats. The Millenia Premium model comes
with a 2. The Millenia S model, our preference, is powered by the still rather trick 2. This smooth
and economical powerplant took us to 60 in 7. Both models run a 4-speed automatic.
Nevertheless, the S is no slouch. This puts the Millenia S squarely up against the likes of the
Acura 3. The Millenia was originally intended as the flagship of a second Mazda franchise to go
up against Lexus and alike. While that never happened, the Millenia has served Mazda well in
keeping its forward-thinking powertrain reputation alive long enough for the return of rotary
power in the forthcoming RX8. Still this car deserves better than being a place holder. The

Mazda Millenia is an able choice among entry level luxury sedans, especially if your dealer is
willing to deal. That, plus its still impressive Miller Cycle engine, tells us the Millenia is still very
much relevant. Sponsored By:. Watch Full Episodes. Vital Statistics Engine: 2. Find Showtimes.
All Mazda Millenias have had a strange life, this one in particular. A decontented, almost but not
quite- Bubble Era car sold on a friends and family discount to a Ford family sick of the Blue
Oval. In those days, no project could be too grand, no car too over-engineered. So of course
Amati was to have a V12 flagship, a super luxury sedan meant to take on cars like the Lexus LS
The Millenia was one of them. While the name Amati may be long forgotten, there are still some
remnants rolling around America, shades of what the ambitious luxury car maker could have
been. I got to spend an afternoon floating around the streets of Detroit after its owner, my good
friend and favorite bar owner Stephen Roginson, handed me the keys while I visited his joint,
Batch Brewing. Stephen spotted me at the bar and rushed over to tell me all about the car he
just drove from New Mexico back to Detroit. It had been sitting in his parents garage for years
and, even though it was years old, it only had 52, miles on it, give or take a mile. He brought it
up to the Motor City to give to his daughter to use in her upcoming college career. Besides
some minor chips in the paint from driving face-first into the New Mexico dust and a few busted
plastic buttons on the door, the car was in immaculate shape. Even though Mazda only began
using the supercharged engine in , the Miller cycle was patented way back in The cycle is
named after Ralph Miller, and my colleague Patrick George explained the cycle pretty well:. The
Miller cycle is a modification of the traditional four-stroke Otto cycle process, except that the
intake valve is left open longer than it would be on a normal engine, aided by a twin-screw
supercharger. It was the first time the Miller cycle process had been used on a passenger car.
Subaru also used a Miller Cycle engine in a concept car, the B5-TPH and the cycle showed up in
an ultra-efficient engine for the Japanese Mazda2 , sold as Demio, in This wacky engine was
developed during a magical time in Japan known as the Bubble Era, when the economy
encouraged experimentation in many different facets of automotive design. Mazda planned the
Millenia S to be the middle child in a three-vehicle debut of Amati. Amati was announced to the
public in , just months before the Japanese economy collapsed. Now, there were sister cars to
the never-seen Amati flagship. For instance, there was the Amati , and Mazda did end up putting
a version of it on sale as the car we got here as the Mazda Millenia. Europe got it as the Xedos 9
and it was called the Eunos elsewhere. The job was to make it cheaper and easier to sell in the
American market. I reached out to Dick Colliver, group vice president at Mazda North America,
to get a grasp of what exactly that decontenting entailed. As Colliver told me, Mazda removed
specially designed seats, put in a standard suspension, and cheaper electronics. What it kept
was the Miller Cycle engine. I think they were a little early with that technology. Today it might
work pretty good. Mazda then slapped its own badge on the six cylinder, front-wheel-drive
Millenia and set it up to replace the rear-wheel-drive flagship sedan. For a while, both cars were
sold side-by-side. No longer super luxury, it only had its engine to differentiate it. The
similarly-priced BMW 3 Series achieved 17 city and 25 highway , but with more robust power. In
the end, buyers were being asked to sacrifice power and performance for only a slight increase
in efficiency. Indeed, sales were not what Mazda hoped for. I pulled up sales figures on
Automotive News , and in , the year it was axed, Mazda sold 19, Millenias. Compare that again to
the 3 Series, which sold , units in The disappointing sales led Mazda to replace the Millenia,
along with the similarly-sized but lower-spec , with the Mazda 6, as Automotive News put it. No,
they came into ownership of this rare bird in the most Michigan way possible: through a friends
and family discount. But they could get the same sweetheart deal at a Mazda dealership
because Ford held a The two held together until in , when Ford, itself hard hit by the Great
Recession, went from owning 33 percent of Mazda to 18 percent. In , Ford sold its then-paltry
two percent stake and got out of Mazda entirely. Must be a hell of a lease deal. In any case, the
Roginson clan got a fancy Mazda with a rare engine, and then mostly let it sit for a decade and a
half. My Millenia appreciation was all theory until Stephen gave me his trust, and the keys. So,
why drive this year-old sedan now? I drove it, simply because this is as close as I can currently
get to the kind of Bubble Era luxury in the Motor City. When Mazda decontented the Millenia, it
put in a cheaper sound system, cheaper seats and downgraded the suspension. The last two
are not a problem at all, as the the seats in Millenia are gooey soft, coated in leather with
quick-working seat warmers. The back seats are similarly plush with tons of leg room. They
reminded me a lot of older Lexus dashboards. Framing those dials is a nice clean dash with my
favorite interactive infotainment elementâ€”real goddamn buttons, all located in easy-to-reach
spots. The steering wheel and shifter are both wrapped in soft leather that has held up well after
all these years and 50,odd miles. The rest of the cabin is huge, and the back seats comfortably
fit two grown adults. The exterior has that unfussy, slightly amorphous styling popular in the
early s and the simple open fascia has a welcoming affect. As for the decontented suspension,

the Millenia S still has a floaty, buttery smooth ride, even on the rough roads of Detroit. Going
all out in this car is just not possible. With its high curb weight and pliant suspension, the
Millenia S drifts dangerously close to driving like a land yacht. These buttons are located in the
very spot where someone might use their foot to prop up a swinging car door and therefore had
been pushed in and broken at some point. Stephen replaced the buttons, but it seems like smart
design would have kept those important functions away from violent human feet. And as for the
un-Amati
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radio, its decontented spec was apparently very noticeable. Stephen put in a new one system
soon as he got the car back to Michigan. That may be due more to sensibilities, though the new
unit is located fairly far down on the center stack, so I could see just the placement being a real
pain. Driving the Mazda Millenia S was a fantastic trip down memory lane, and a great lesson in
how even a boring old sedan can be a fascinating piece of machinery when you take a closer
look. Any product trying to be all things to all people is going to end up disappointing in some
way, and in the end, there were just better options in the luxury and sporty categories. But this
is still a good car in and of itself. Another article on the internet about Millenias. The A. Photo
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